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Similar to our own GW Votes coalition, other institutions, such as Hofstra University, are committed to creating a diverse and inclusive campus environment. Hofstra’s VOTES INITIATIVE outlines a response plan after students voiced concerns about racism and bias on campus. Mandatory diversity training and will soon launch a website for reporting incidents of bias—changes designed to create a more inclusive community.

The George Washington University hired a diversity and inclusion training director, is implementing mandatory diversity training and will soon launch a website for reporting incidents of bias—changes designed to create a more inclusive community.

SUMMER

Calendar
Stay updated on all of the events happening on- and off-campus by checking out the SUMMER 2018 Calendar. Get a chance to speak to representatives from over 40 community organizations and learn how to get involved! More information on the event can be found here.

INTERESTED IN OTHER GW EVENTS?

Read the rest of the GW Today article outlined in a response plan after students voiced concerns about racism and bias on campus.”